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Introduction

 These case studies discuss failures of banks, financial institutions and corporate in identifying, 
measuring or managing credit, market, operational, concentration, liquidity, regulatory and 
political risks.
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Barings Bank

 Nick Leeson, a trader at Barings-Singapore, led to failure of one of the oldest banks in UK: Barings 
Bank.

 Modus operandi: Leeson was an employee of Barings-Singapore and was responsible to profit 
from arbitrage opportunities between Osaka exchange and Nikkei 225 futures prices. Without 
knowledge of anyone at London HO and Barings Singapore, he started speculative positions and 
incurred heavy losses. He hid the losses in a fictitious account: '88888' and continued taking more 
risks to recover earlier losses. Finally his activities were uncovered in 1995 when accumulated 
losses were USD 1 billion. 

 Reported profits: Leeson was considered as a star-performer & reported record-profits for many 
years. Instead he was hiding all losses in a fictitious account – '88888'. Trading transactions 
reported by Leeson were in nature of 'Switching' activities (arbitrage) that are not supposed to 
generate as high profits as reported by Leeson. This should have raised some suspicion amongst 
the senior management but it is clear that they were clueless about true profit generating 
potential of Leeson's trading activities. Leeson also maintained over-night open positions & 
position in Options that he was not authorized to do.

 Funding of the losses: London HO: Barings-London funded the position of Barings-Singapore 
thinking that they are funding the clients (as loans to clients). They were actually funding losses 
on proprietary book (i.e. trading by Leeson). In 1995, when funding the losses was becoming 
difficult, Leeson used artificial trades to reduce margin calls from SIMEX.
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Barings Bank (Cont…)

 Settlements Department was also unable to reconcile the funding transactions but failed to 
initiate sufficient action. Credit department: Since the funding was being recorded as loans to 
clients, credit department should have paid attention to growth of advances to clients, but it 
failed to do so. Financial control system was inadequate in terms of understanding the 
requirement of funding by Baring London to Barings Singapore. Surprisingly, even though funding 
by Barings London to Singapore operations was recorded as advances to clients, it was not 
reported to regulators as part of 'large exposure to particular clients'

 Leeson was allowed to be in charge of both front office and back office, helping him conceal his 
activities for long. Even though internal audit suggested separation of front and back office 
function, their recommendations were never implemented. Leeson faced negligible supervision in 
his back office activities.

 Barings Bank had a Matrix structure of organization but without proper controls 7 communication 
channels, the organization structure added to confusion as to who was reporting to whom.

 External auditors 'C&L Singapore' once pointed a spurious receivable of Euro 50 mio from an 
entity SLK. Instead of going into details of this transaction, the management requested the auditor 
that no reference to this transaction be made in their report and attributed the spurious 
receivable to an operational error. External auditors also failed in examining the nature of large 
funding done by London HO to Singapore operations that was reported as advances to clients but 
never reconciled to individual accounts of clients.
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Barings Bank (Cont…)

 Role of Bank of England (regulator for Barings London): BOE knew the extent of profits reported 
by Barings Singapore and the large exposure of Barings London to Singapore operations. BOE 
allowed concession to Barings Bank that exposure to Osaka exchange and SIMEX can exceed 25% 
of its capital base, but failed to put a limit on the extent of this exposure. Consequently, Barings 
exposure reached 73% of capital base to Osaka exchange and 40% on SIMEX at a point in time. 

 In 1995: Market rumors suggested market concerns about Barings positions on Osaka Stock 
exchange. SIMEX (Singapore exchange) sought an assurance from Barings-Singapore if they would 
be able to fund margins calls on short notice, if market moves against the bank.

 Important Lessons: Internal controls & systems failed in case of Barings. Unauthorized & hidden 
trading activities by a single trader led to huge losses who was responsible for both front-office & 
back-office operations. Internal departments like credit & settlement dept., external auditor & 
supervisors failed to detect the true position prior to the Bank's collapse.
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Metallgesellschaft (MG)

 MG, a metal company, is owned by Deutsche Bank, Dresdner Bank, Dailmer Benz, Allianz etc. 
which also forayed into 'Energy Risk Management'. In 1993, MG booked losses of USD 1.3 billion 
on its derivatives positions.

 MG used a trading strategy that though was profitable in the long-term, it created massive short-
term funding requirements (cash flows required to meet margin calls).

 Strategy: MG committed to sell heating oil and gasoline every month at a certain fixed price for 10 
years (selling long-term futures with fixed strike price set higher than current market price of oil). 
This long-term fixed-price contract was hedged using a 'stack strategy' i.e. MG purchased short-
term energy futures, that were to be rolled-over.

• If MP of oil rise above the strike price: Long-term fixed price contract would have losses 
(because MG is selling at a fixed price, though MP is rising). On the other hand, short-term 
hedge would record gains.

• If MP of oil declines, then long-term fixed price contract would record gains. These gains would, 
however, be realized over a long-term. On the other hand, losses on short-term hedge would 
be immediate in form of margin calls from counterparties. This is what actually happened in 
1993. Margin calls on short-term hedge (because of losses on the hedging positions) need to 
be met with cash flows in short-term, which MG didn't anticipate. Therefore, MG failed to roll-
over its short-term hedge and decided to close its positions & book losses of USD 1.3 billion.
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Metallgesellschaft (Cont…)

 Therefore, even if the positions made economic sense in the long-term; the senior management 
at MG weren't prepared for the short-term funding requirement that may arise on decline in oil 
prices

 In technical terms, the oil market usually remains in 'normal backwardation' with futures prices 
staying below spot price. However, in 1993, oil market went into 'Contago' (i.e. spot declined 
below futures prices), leading to huge margin calls on hedging position. This was a key element 
but the major element was management's failure in anticipating cash flow requirements.

 German accounting standards: In US, these transactions were eligible for hedge accounting that 
would have allowed losses on short-term futures to be deferred over a longer period (since these 
losses were on account of a hedge against long-term futures transactions). However, German 
accounting standards didn't allow hedge accounting. So losses were to be recognized in full 
immediately. Full recognition of losses was expected to impact credit rating of MG, leading to 
many counterparties asking additional margins from MG.

 Transaction size: Positions of MG were enormous as compared to market size. Therefore, 
absolute amount of losses on roll-over were too high to allow immediate arrangement of funding.
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Orange county

 In 1994, Orange county became the biggest US municipality to file for bankruptcy

 Treasurer, Mr. Citron, was responsible for investing the tax collected and other income of Orange 
county and 241 associated entities and generate good returns.

 Citron invested heavily in inverse-floater debt instruments. In 1994, when US Fed increased 
interest rates, value of inverse floaters declined substantially (because interest earned on inverse 
floater decrease when floating rate increases). His position were speculative as he was betting 
that interest rates would not increase.

 Investments were highly leveraged as well. This was done by raising additional money through 
reverse-repo markets (by providing existing investments as collateral) & again investing the amt so 
raised. Therefore, investments of more than $20 bn were done with initial funds of $7.5 bn

 Losses of USD 1.7 b came to light through an audit report

 Prior to 1994 interest rate rise, Citron was a star-performer. In previous years, his bet on interest 
rate not rising went correct and therefore, none of the associated entities did an independent 
review of the investment strategy & risks involved. Strict investment policies, risk measurement 
and control, risk reporting & independent oversight were missing.
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Long Term Capital Management (LTCM)

 Credible founders: Founded by John Meriwether, ex- Solomon Brothers respected relative-value 
trader (relative value means taking long position in one instrument and short position in similar 
instrument or its derivative). Nobel laureates Scholes and Merton were also part of the team. 
LTCM had investment funds of USD 7 b in 1993 & generated more than 40% returns in first two 
years. Bring a hedge fund, it was largely unregulated.

 Strategy: Convergence trading on the assumption that similar instruments that differ in value 
today are likely to converge in future. (For instance, in convergence trading, long position maybe 
taken in a cheaply trading asset with short position in a similar asset that is trading at a higher 
price). LTCM also increased ROE by increasing leverage. LTCM took large positions in credit spread 
trading, equity trading, speculative positions in takeover stocks (companies expected to be taken-
over) and emerging market securities (Russian book accounting for 8% of total investments)

 Even though Convergence strategy might be economically profitable in long term, in short-term 
no convergence might take place and heavy losses might happen (as is said: Markets may stay 
irrational for longer periods than one can stay solvent). This is what happened after Russian 
government default on Rouble debt in 1998. Spreads began to diverge rather than converge as 
there was a flight to quality (i.e. market participants started demanding securities with less credit 
risk like US treasury bonds, while spread on emerging market securities increased substantially). In 
June 1998, LTCM lost USD 550m. In 1998, it lost a total of USD 2.5 billion
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LTCM (Cont…)

 Cash crunch: To generate cash to meet margin calls, LTCM had to liquidate positions, thus realizing 
losses. LTCM started looking for fresh capital infusion.

 Systemic risk: Fed intervened in 1999 organizing a bailout by consortium of 14 banks to prevent 
systemic risk. By July 1999, LTCM was able to recover losses and repay to the consortium 
members.

 Model risk: Stress testing and VaR estimation done by LTCM fell short of actual extreme 
movements faced by LTCM. Past behavior of market variables like spreads and correlations did not 
hold in extreme stress scenarios.

 Moral Hazard: Any bailout by regulator is always likely to create moral hazard issues as other 
entities might take similar risks assuming that regulator would be there to bail them out.

 Counterparty risk: Because of LTCM and its founders' reputation, LTCM was able to undertake 
transactions with 0% initial margins, even with banks that always insist on initial margins from 
non-banking entities.

 UBS fiasco: UBS lost USD 680 million. UBS sold 7-year European call options to LTCM on LTCM's 
own shares and hedged it by buying LTCM shares. However, they did not consider the scenario of 
LTCM collapse, leading to heavy losses.
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Banker's Trust (BT)

 BT was sued by four major derivatives clients including P&G for mis-selling (classified as 
operational risk) i.e. selling derivatives and structured products without fully explaining the risks 
involved. 

 BT suffered huge reputational loss. It also had to settle with four customers leading to monetary 
losses exceeding USD 170 m.

 P&G had invested in heavily leveraged IRS that lost substantially after US fed raised interest rates 
in 1994 (i.e. same time when Orange county lost money on its inverse floaters)

 Good stakeholder management practices are required to safeguard interests of all parties involved 
including clients, to prevent such losses.
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Bankgesellschaft Berlin (BB)

 BB was one of Germany's largest-10 banks sought capital infusion of Euro 2b in 2001 after losses 
in property investments and guarantees given to retail investors on funds backed by property.

 Bank's risk management especially related to concentration risks and loan approval process were 
not sound and were further undermined by political interferences throughout 1990s (to ignite 
regional growth after collapse of Berlin wall). Similar to Paris's Credit Lyonnais debacle a decade 
earlier, BB losses were mainly because political ambitions undermined risk management practices.

 BB built-up huge exposure to property and guaranteed return funds backed by property. In 1999, 
property prices collapsed leading to substantial losses.
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National Australia Bank (NAB)

 NAB announced forex losses of AUD 360 m in 2004

 Traders' activities were contrary to the NAB's strategy. Exposure to USD currency options increased significantly 
in 2003 which resulted in significant losses when the US dollar fell w.r.t. Australian dollar.

 Trading desks overstated value of options and overstated profits, concealing their true performance through 
false transactions starting 2001. Initially incorrect dealing rates were used to price genuine deals (called 
'smoothing' of profits & losses). Later on, false transactions were entered to conceal forex losses resulting from 
movements in US dollar

 In 2003, traders also indentified that back office is no longer checking internal options transactions, so traders 
started entering false internal options transactions.

 On basis of overstated profits, traders received handsome bonuses.

 Breaches of limits, though, were identified since 2001 but were approved. However, limit breaches became 
significant in 2003 and 2004.

 Risks involved:

• Operational risk: Integrity of people

• Risk and control framework: lax internal control, supervision, back-office systems

• Governance and culture

• Market risk: forex rate movements leading to losses, which then the traders tried to conceal
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WorldCom

 WorldCom was US second largest long distance telephone company. The company filed for 
bankruptcy in 2002, after its share lost most of its value and large accounting irregularities were 
unearthed.

 Business strategy: WorldCom grew in size through 65 acquisitions, including a few big ones like 
MCI communications for USD 30 billion that were mainly debt-financed. Through these 
acquisitions, the company was able to sell its future growth story to the Wall Street (largely with 
help of a single Analyst at Saloman Smith Barney: Mr. Jack Grubman) leading to sharp and 
continuous rise in its share price on each acquisition.

• The Company did not pay sufficient attention in integrating business operations of acquired 
companies. Rather, the focus was always on identifying new acquisition targets. This led to 
increase in costs and inefficiencies.

• On each acquisition, accounting entries were made to charge future expenses from present 
earnings. While this reduced present profits, it projected a picture of improving future profits 
through acquisition.

• Growth through acquisition strategy received a setback after government disapproved its 
acquisition of a company named Sprint.
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WorldCom (Cont…)

 Accounting irregularities:

• Creating lower provisions for bad debts, continuing to show bad debts as recoverable. This 
allowed the company to show improved earnings and better receivables position.

• An internal auditor Ms. Cynthia Cooper through her unauthorized investigations blowed the 
whistle on US largest accounting frauds and irregularities at Worldcom.

• Operating expenses were treated as Capital expenditures. This bloated the earnings (otherwise 
operating expenses would have got deducted from revenues, reducing profits) and also the 
assets on the balance sheet. 

• Cynthia faced opposition from her boss as well as the audit firm: Arthur Anderson (Enron 
fame). She was also faced with the dilemma that her disclosures might close the company, 
leading to huge scale job losses.

 Role of Stock analysts

• Jack Grubman (Telecom sector analyst at Smith Barney) and Smith Barney, Citibank's 
investment banking arm were involved in mutually beneficial deals. Since CEO had taken loan 
against collateral of Worldcom's shares, it was in everyone's benefit that share prices go up. 
Grubman ensured this by giving buy recommendations on the stock right till sometime before 
the bankruptcy. Other analysts, investors and the market picked up his cues because of his 
well-marketed close ties with the company and its CEO. Grubman was later fined USD 15 mio 
by SEC.
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WorldCom (Cont…)

 CEO Ebbers had financed his stock options and purchase of Worldcom shares by taking debt 
against collateral of his existing shares in Worldcom. When share prices declined, value of 
collateral declined leading to margin calls from the lenders. This created a dilemma for the CEO 
and Board: selling his own company shares for his personal finances, which would have sent a 
negative signal to the market. The Board disallowed the CEO from selling shares to meet margin 
calls. Ebbers was also not guilty of making money at investors' sake. He largely held his shares in 
the company throughout the period to bankruptcy as he was confident about its recovery.

 Loans to Senior Executives: WorldCom had also lent huge sums to its senior executives especially 
the CEO and sometimes to even cover margin calls on their purchase of Worldcom's stock.

 Citibank also gave preferential allotment of shares in IPO auctions to the CEO and CFO of 
WorldCom, stating these as its marketing strategy for High Net Worth customers. However, this 
was at the cost of hurting interests of small investors.
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Taisei Fire and Marine Insurance Co.

 Following "9/11" terrorist attack on World Trade Centre, Taisei Fire and Marine Insurance Co. 
(TFMI) collapsed due to insurance claims of $2.5 billion.

 TFMI, along with two other Japanese companies had a management agreement with Fortress Re, 
which had pooled the funds of the companies to share the risks of reinsuring aviation portfolios.

 The four planes that crashed on the WTC and various other sites were reinsured by the Fortress 
Re pool.

 The limited understanding of the liabilities of Fortress Re by the participating companies, their 
limited participation in management of Fortress Re and complete reliance on the Fortress Re's 
management decisions brought the risk of reinsurance in front of world.
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China Aviation Oil

 China Aviation Oil (Singapore) Corporation Ltd. (CAO), a subsidiary of China Aviation Oil deals in 
jet fuel (kerosene) procurement for the airports in the People's Republic of China and 
international oil trading.

 CAO boasted of 100% market share of the procurement of imported jet fuel for China's civil 
aviation industry.

 The procurement company came in picture when its chief executive Chen Jiulin was charged with 
insider trading and was subsequently sentenced for 51 months of imprisonment.

 This trading scandal by Chen Jiulin was approximated to $550 million which made it on of the 
biggest scandals in Asia since Nick Leeson's scandal which led to the losses worth $1.2 billion.

 Initially only futures and swaps were traded to optimize CAO's procurement capabilities but later 
on the behalf of client airline companies, options trading was started which further led to 
speculative trading after a year. 
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The story of Northern Rock

 Northern Rock (NR) was a significant retail bank and a substantial mortgage lender.

 Ten years earlier it had converted from a mutual building society whose activities were limited by 
regulation largely to retail deposits and mortgages.

 Market disruption in the wholesale funding market and securitization markets prompted Northern 
Rock to seek immediate liquidity assistance from the Bank of England

 In August 2007 the United Kingdom experienced its first bank run in over 140 years. Depositors 
withdrew more than 2 BN Pounds in 4 days

 This added the liquidity crisis of the bank

 After failed attempts to secure a buyer in the private sector, the government nationalized the 
bank and, for the first time, in effect socialized the credit risk of the bank. It is now a fully state-
owned bank
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Several risks were ignored at the firm level in order to 
seek a quick growth

 Rapid growth of NR's lending Book (and hence increasing operational risk)

 Key Indicators like low cost: income ratio, a low net interest margin were in bad shape with high 
targets for asset/profit growth 

 High reliance on wholesale funding and securitization. 

 Absence of any RMP & other established processes (recording key meetings, document filing, 
updating IRM and importing sub-sector issues etc. )

 Result: Mismatch in Risk Appetite of the firm with its risk profile

*RMP: Risk Mitigation Program; IRM: Interim Risk Manager
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The supervisory body instituted by FSA did not do a great 
job either to uncover the risks

 Absence of deep financial analysis/scrutiny of NR (due to personnel & other issues)

 ARROW I and ARROW II standard practices not followed, (e.g. formal records of key meetings 
were not prepared)

 Absence of challenge mechanisms nor MI to indicate the necessity of periodic review of the firm

 Key indicators that point to operational malpractices ignored(maximum supervisory period (36 
months); the failure to update IRM; the absence of an RMP; the turnover in HoDs, their 
insufficient engagement with the firm; long gaps in C&C )

*ARROW: FSA Guidelines for assessing the risks of a firm ; C&C: Close and Continuous supervision meeting
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Several incorrect assumptions about NR's access to liquidity 
were made by FSA

 Ignoring the risk was accentuated with wrong assumptions to make for a perfect recipe for 
disaster.

 Assumptions: 

• Efficient and well functioning financial markets (especially of securitized products) will always 
be there.

• In absence of market liquidity & in crisis situations, Liquidity support will increase from the 
central bank.

• The "too big to fail" notion helped the concerned authorities/parties to remain in their comfort 
zones even in deteriorating conditions.
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Numerous shortcomings were identified in the 
operations of FSA

 Frequent shuffling in department gave an excuse to shirk responsibility

 HoDs were not able to give attention to NR due to lack of continuity and heavy workload

 Several small lapses in following of standards were ignored in the name of less interference

 A comprehensive risk assessment of the firm was never done

 No tracking of scheduled meeting to do risk assessment was done

 In some cases even the ARROW rules had loop holes

 Internal information flow in FSA not very efficient

 Most FSA staff were overworked in order to achieve a "fewer, better staff" target

 Senior management never paid attention
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A 7 point agenda for FSA to avoid another NR type crisis

1. FSA senior management to have increased engagement with high impact firms 

2. FSA to increase the rigor of its day to day supervision

3. FSA to increase its focus on prudential supervision, including liquidity and stress testing

4. FSA to improve its use of information and intelligence in its supervision; 

5. FSA to improve the quality and resourcing of its financial and sectoral analysis

6. FSA to strengthen supervisory resources

7. FSA senior management to increase the level of oversight of firms' supervision
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Washington Mutual

 Washington Mutual was one of the leading consumer and small business banks in the US and an 
important part of the housing finance boom of the past decade.

 WaMu was a savings bank holding company and the former owner of Washington Mutual Bank, 
which was the US' largest savings and loan association.

 At December 31, 2007, WaMu and its subsidiaries had assets of $328 billion and nearly 2,500 
consumer and small business banking stores throughout US.

 In 1983, after acquiring WaMu acquired Murphey Favre, a full-service securities brokerage firm 
and thereby became a public company via reverse merger. Thereafter, the bank converted from a 
mutual form of ownership to a capital stock savings bank on March 11, 1983.
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Growth of Washington Mutual

 From the early 1990s, WaMu expanded its retail banking and lending operations with a spree of 
acquisitions of retail banking institutions and mortgage companies.

 In the similar period WaMu acquired 16 smaller banks in different part of States.

 The growth of the balance sheet's assets were driven by the acquisitions, organic factors and the 
general level of inflation visible in the asset classes.

 Along these acquisitions to expand the balance sheet, WaMu bought a few subprime lenders as 
well.

 In 1999, WaMu bought Long Beach Financial, a subprime lender which writes mortgages for 
people with less-than-stellar credit.

 Similarly in October 2005, WaMu purchased the formerly subprime credit card issuer Providian for 
approximately $6.5 billion. 
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Boom and Bust of WaMu

 The quest to expand the balance sheet of WaMu eventually led it to decrease in the assets funded by the 
depositors.

 By 2007, WaMu had four operating segments for management reporting purposes:

• Retail Banking Group

• Card Service Group

• Commercial Group

• Home Loans Group

 The failure of New Century Financial, a mortgage originator in 2007 was a squall that roiled the mortgage 
securities market.

 In 2007, WaMu reported charge-offs of $1.6 billions, three times higher than 2006 levels and roughly four 
times the loss rate experienced by the peers.

 In April 2008, WaMu got $7 billion from a group of investors led by David Bonderman's TPG Inc. following 
losses on the capital got erased and the losses erased 74% of the market value. 

 In September 2008, regulators seized WaMu as the lawmakers reached a stalemate over the passage of $700 
billion bailout fund designed to help the ailing banks.

 WaMu was later restructured by FDIC and sold to JP Morgan chase Bank.

 The growth of WaMu was based on unstable liabilities, and it failed because of poor quality of its assets.

 The growth strategy through low lending standards and bad quality acquisitions, led to the demise of WaMu 
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Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac

 Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, two Governments sponsored enterprises (GSEs) were established to support the 
US home market after the Great Depression of 1930s, in turn contributed to the housing crisis of 2008.

 Fannie Mae was established in 1938 to make mortgages more available to low‐income families, as a part of 
Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal it was added to the Federal Home Mortgage Association.

 In 1968, the US government converted Fannie Mae into a private shareholder‐owned corporation in order to 
remove its accounts from the annual balance sheet of the federal budget as a consequence of the Vietnam 
War. Thus, Fannie Mae ceased to be the guarantor of government‐issued mortgages, which become the 
responsibility of Ginnie Mae. 

 In 1970, the government created the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC) commonly known as 
Freddie Mac, a more efficient secondary mortgage market to introduce competition to Fannie Mae.

 In 1977, the Carter Administration and the United States Congress passed the Community Reinvestment Act, 
designed to increase lending in inner cities particularly in very poor areas by forcing banks to open new 
branches and to have a certain percentage of their lending portfolio in those areas. Further in 1999 it was 
expanded to medium income borrowers.
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Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac (Cont…)

 Fannie Mae acted as a middleman to buy mortgages from approved mortgage sellers in exchange for a 
mortgage‐backed security (MBS) and provided money to banks and other financial institutions to make more 
new loans which increases the pool of homeowners.

 Political pressure forced Fannie Mae and Freddie to expand home ownership to lower‐income families, led to 
riskier mortgages being issued, due to which there could be a big loss when large numbers of borrowers would 
be unable to fulfill their obligations.

 A vast network of computer programs and devised mathematical formulae and models was built that analysed 
its millions of daily transactions and ranked borrowers according to their risk profiles.

 The riskier the loan, the more Fannie Mae charged to handle it, within a certain pools based on their credit 
quality, increasing the fees in relation to poor credit mortgage pools.

 In 2002, President George W. Bush signed the Single‐Family Affordable Housing Tax Credit Act according to 
which "Renewing the Dream" program would give nearly $2.4 billion in tax credits over the next five years to 
investors and builders who developed affordable single‐family housing in poor and distressed areas.

 In 2003, President George W. Bush signed the American Dream Downpayment Act, a new program that 
provided grants to help home buyers, act authorised $200 million dollars per year for 2004‐2007.
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Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac (Cont…)

 Over‐estimation of power & inaccuracy of their computer systems & mathematical models to formulate new 
more complex products led them to under managed and under measured market and liquidity risk.

 In 2007, an increasing number of borrowers, usually with poor credit ratings that were unable to pay their 
mortgages ‐ particularly with adjustable rate mortgages (ARM), caused a steep rise in home foreclosures.

 House prices fall and it led to mounting losses for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

 In August 2008, in spite of the US government efforts, shares of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, plummeted 
more than 90% from their one‐year prior levels.

 The market capitalisation of Fannie Mae by the end of August 2008 was $7.6 billion compared to $38.9 billion 
at the end of 2007 and Freddie Mac was $3.3 billion compared to $22 billion of the last year.

 On September 7th 2008, the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) placed Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
under conservatorship and took control of both the companies' assets and operations.

 A financing and investing relationship with the US Treasury was set up via three different financing facilities to 
provide support to Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae along with the 12 Federal Home Loan Banks that are regulated 
by FHFA.
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Thank you!
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